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New Pro Stock Asphalt Snowmobile Drag Racing Organization Established

Pro Stock Asphalt Snowmobile points series with IHRA and NHRA sanctioning bodies to be
contested within the eastern United States.

(PRWEB) February 15, 2005 -- The National Speed Association has been formed to establish and maintain a
new heads up Pro Stock asphalt snowmobile drag racing circuit. With several veteran asphalt snowmobile drag
racers behind this new series, the goal in 2005 is to promote and maintain as many races as possible. It is our
intention to continue this series into subsequent years given the extreme growth possibilities that asphalt racing
provides.

The National Speed Association is a self-governing organization with itÂ�s own set of technical rules based on
the NHRA and IHRA asphalt snowmobile divisions. Sleds in the NSA capture the spirit of asphalt snowmobile
drag racing using all four, major snowmobile manufacturers two and four-stroke engines, which, have been
modified to make anywhere from 225 to over 350 horsepower! These bullets shoot down the quarter mile in 8
seconds at speeds of over 150mph and they are some of the most beautiful machines in the world.

The National Speed Association has introduced two separate asphalt drag racing divisions within its
organization. The NSA Pro Stock Snowmobile Series will consist of three (3) event qualifiers to be contested at
various IHRA sanctioned tracks. Points will be totaled after completion of these three (3) events. The top eight
(8) riders in points will be invited to attend the Amalie Oil IHRA North American Nationals at New England
Dragway, Epping, New Hampshire in September. The NSA Pro Stock Snowmobile champion will be crowned
at this event and will be awarded a trophy and prize money.

The NHRA Northeast Division Pro Stock Snowmobile points series will consist of six (6) events contested
within the NHRA Northeast Division with a points champion crowned at the final event. The series champion
will be recognized by NHRA as the Northeast Division Pro Stock Snowmobile champion and will be awarded a
trophy and prize money.

For more information on this exciting new venture, please check out our website at
www.nationalspeedassociation.com
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Contact Information
Kristin Cartwright
National Speed Association
http://www.nationalspeedassociation.com
207-415-4673

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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